**RULES:** Practical Shooting Handbook, Latest Edition  
**COURSE DESIGNER:** Jeff Maass  L-1192

**START POSITION:** Standing in Box A, back to targets, toes of both feet against rear of box, both wrists above shoulders.

**STAGE PROCEDURE**
On signal, turn and engage six poppers in either group of targets, perform a mandatory reload, and then engage six poppers in the other group of targets. Targets within each group may be engaged in any order. Misses in first group may be made up after reload. All shooting must be done from Box A.

One procedural penalty per shot fired following missed reload.

**SCORING**
- **SCORING:** Comstock, 12 rounds, 60 points
- **TARGETS:** 6 Pepper Poppers, 6 US Poppers
- **SCORED HITS:** Knockdown = 1A
- **START-STOP:** Audible - Last shot
- **PENALTIES:** Procedural -10  
  Miss. –10

**SETUP NOTES:**
Orient steel targets in each so that they “face” Box A (i.e., surface when raised is normal to the shooter). Arrange groups so that minimum space exists between targets.
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